
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

EDMUND TIE Forges Strategic Partnership with Harris Associates, A Leading Real 
Estate Investment Consultancy in the UK  

Partnership to expand reach and service offerings of both companies, providing strategic 
advisory and local know-how to achieve clients’ global real estate goals  

 
SINGAPORE, 4 July 2022 – EDMUND TIE announces today that it has entered into a dynamic 

strategic partnership with Harris Associates, a leading real estate investment consultancy 

firm in the United Kingdom (UK); hence expanding EDMUND TIE’s on-the-ground presence 

to the UK.  

 

Under the strategic partnership, EDMUND TIE and Harris Associates will work collaboratively 

to generate value to clients through international reach, exchange of exclusive and timely 

market intel, and mandate delivery in respective markets – covering both strategic advisory 

and brokerage services, among others.  The partnership will facilitate both investor clients to 

gain direct access to exclusive real estate opportunities in the UK and across Southeast Asia.  

 

Desmond Sim (沈振伦), Chief Executive Officer at EDMUND TIE, says, “In today’s time of 

evolving market disruptions, it is important for investors to access assets and capabilities in 

the timeliest fashion to boost returns or build a strong real estate portfolio. We see a visibly 

compelling synergy between the two firms in driving innovation and growth, resulting in this 

strategic alliance to expand geographical reach for both our clients.” 

 

He adds, “In particular, the UK and Singapore have long been regarded as the top few 

investment destinations worldwide in attracting foreign capital.  Given that investors of 

today are more globalised and sophisticated than ever, this momentous partnership will 

allow clients of both firms to gain access to these markets.” 

 

Jonathan Harris, CEO and Founding Partner at Harris Associates, says, “Our international 

expansion formed through the partnership between Harris Associates & Edmund Tie offers 

our clients unparalleled access to the most active Asian investors. The alliance represents a 

remarkable milestone in our mission to provide a holistic and best-in-class service. At Harris 

Associates, we pride ourselves on continuously delivering high quality investment advice, 

and the partnership acts as a strong introduction to our long-term strategy that not only 

grows our positioning on a global level but is set to disrupt the market.” 
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https://harrispi.co.uk/


 

 

For further information, please contact: 

Seah Li Ching (Ms) 
Head | Marketing Communications 
DID: +65 6393 2369 
Email: liching.seah@etcsea.com 
 

  

 

About EDMUND TIE  
EDMUND TIE is a full-service, real estate consulting firm with more than 400 skilled 
professionals in the region. It is headquartered in Singapore and supported by offices in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia, and Bangkok, Thailand. We offer a comprehensive suite of agency and 
professional services including investment advisory, business space and retail, residential 
agency, auction and sales, valuation advisory, statutory valuation, and property tax advisory, 
research and consulting, property management, and hospitality management. For more 
information, please visit www.etcsea.com.  
 
Follow us on Facebook | LinkedIn 

 
About Harris Associates   
Since inception in 2002, the firm has advised on over £20 billion of property transactions 
globally. High profile clients include institutional funds such as BlackRock, Hermes, CBREGI and 
Aberdeen Standard, as well as UHNWIs and family offices. Through invaluable connections and 
market knowledge, Harris Associates identifies and executes 70% of acquisitions off-market. 
Harris Associates constantly overachieves both on sales and acquisitions. They are experts on 
formulating sell side strategy to maximise price achieved. The team works closely with every 
client through the investment process, from acquisition to development and through strategy 
to sale. Harris Associates prides itself on the exceptional financial returns for their clients. 
Harris Associates fuses its network, market knowledge and off market approach to secure the 
most profitable and previously unavailable opportunities for their clients. For more 
information, please visit: https://harrispi.co.uk/ 
  

Follow us on LinkedIn  
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